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Case Study
WOW
Where: Various Schools across Aberdeenshire.

Issues they face: Congestion at the school gate due to the number 
of people travelling to school by car and pupils not receiving exercise 
travelling to school.

What they did: Look at incentives to encourage pupils to travel actively 
to school. The Walk Once a Week project, run and administrated 
by Living Streets, has been running in a number of schools in 
Aberdeenshire. 

The scheme works by encouraging pupils to ‘walk once a week’ by 
rewarding them with pin badges (made from recycled yoghurt pots), 
the badges change each month to keep motivating pupils. 

This project records pupil travel data using an interactive white board. 
Pupils are set up in the system with their own profile.  Pupils then record 
their own journeys to school by choosing the mode of transport they 
travelled with that day, the weather can also be recorded to show how 
this can influence walking levels.  Results can be instantly obtained to 
monitor class room travel patterns and shared with the class/ school for 
interest. 

The project encourages and enforces the messages about active and 
healthy travel.  It is aimed to be inclusive of all pupils, with ‘park and 
stride’ being a healthy travel option for those who have to bring the 
car to school.  By promoting park and stride, pupils are encouraged 
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to get some exercise from their short walk in the morning, as well as 
the car not adding to the congestion outside the school gate. Schools 
are encouraged to determine to pupils which areas around the school 
would be classed as Park and Stride.

Other pupils who arrive by bus or taxi are encouraged to walk a set 
distance around the playground to take part in a healthy ‘walk’ to school 
and allow them to work towards badges as well.

Results: The below table shows some of the changes this project has 
had on the ways pupil travel to school, showing an increase in Park 
and Stride and a decrease in driving levels.  This helps to keep the 
congestion away from the school leading to a safer environment for 
others arriving at school.

School Park and 
Stride

Driven

Banff Baseline Sep 2013 10% 21%
June 2014 15% 12%

Pitfour Baseline Sep 2013 7% 20%
June 2014 16% 9%

Pitmedden Baseline Sep 2013 6% 15%
June 2014 11.8% 10.9%

Strachan Baseline Sep 2013 12% 21%
June 2014 36% 5%


